The masterpiece that screams for attention

A voyage of discovery reveals one made in 1947 on a balsa raft which covered 7,884km

**NORWAY QUIZ**

What countries is this horse from? 4 Please answer the Norwegian delicacy question, what was you eating?

What is the role of King Olav?
**NORDIC SEMICONDUCTOR**

**Nordic Semiconductor** is a high-tech manufacturing company that specializes in designing the semiconductor chips that consumer electronics manufacturers can easily add to their products to provide you with the convenience of wireless communications.

**ACTIVE PHARMACEUTICAL INGREDIENTS**

Alpharma is a world-leading supplier of APIs, specializing in fermentation-based antibiotics. Demand by customers is rapidly increasing our product portfolio. The new products available include antibiotic development, a leadership technology platform, and a new partnership network.

**Eitzen shipbroker puts Saga on course for growth**

Eitzen's portfolio covers five main market areas: bulk, container, oil and gas, and bulk carriers in China and Thailand. Eitzen has been contracted for several contracts in the United States and basic all-ship services, with top quality yards.

**Ship broker rides China wave**

Mr Haraldsen's aim is to substantially increase the firm's turnover and to offer added value for Saga's customers. Mr Haraldsen's goal is to expand the firm's portfolio and to offer added value for Saga's customers.

**Marine insurance firm riding high on tradition**

The firm provides insurance coverage for damage to the vessel against physical damage to the vessel's hull and machinery, as well as against loss of revenue. While the company is not yet a global player, it is one of the largest underwriters in the marine insurance business. In addition, the firm is one of the largest underwriters in the marine insurance business in the United States.

**Modern fleet puts Saga on course for growth**

Saga's fleet consists of 24 open-bulk vessels with weather-protected holds and 12 coated, dry-ships. Saga's fleet also includes 50 smaller vessels, including bulk vessels, and its marine insurance business.

**Etopos solid base for fluid solutions**

Etopos is a market leader in fluid solutions, providing high-quality products and services to customers worldwide. The company's mission is to deliver superior performance and value to its customers, helping them achieve their business goals.

**Eitzen fleet carries full load of advantages**

Eitzen's executive chairman is riding high on tradition. The firm is the most important and active player in the offshore oil and gas market. Eitzen is the third-largest player in the offshore oil and gas market.

**Port of Oslo Congress Centre**

The port of Oslo Congress Centre is the venue for the annual conference of the International Maritime Organization. The conference is a major event for the maritime industry and attracts delegates from around the world.
From petroleum to pleasure boats for I. M. Skaugen in China

When we make a decision we execute it rather than overthink it. "I would like to stay close to market penetration strategy through local partnerships," Morits Skaugen Jr. said. "If something is not working, we are able to change it."

When it comes to shipping insurers, financial stability is just as important as fleet size. "We've got the broadest product range in the world," said Claus Haacke, chief executive of Gard. "We don't know how much risk we can take on, but we can handle it."

"We're going to further increase our market penetration strategy through local partnerships," Morits Skaugen Jr. said. "I like it when things are going to the market for the long term."
Alpharma gets boost of bill of health

Back in financial health, Norwegian pharmaceutical maker Alpharma willnull
null placed for a string of analysts after five
null years. The sale to a leading pro-
null ofer of active pharmaceutical in-
null gredients (APIs) and marketed addi-
null tional substances for the first time. It also has a long-term presence in the pharma market in
null the United States.

Alpharma is in trouble. A result of the problematic acquisition is that the company is no
null longer in a position to compete with its同仁 in the US market. That means
null the company has to restructure and sell
null off its production facilities.
null

Mr Carlsson said Alpharma sees China
null as a key market opportunity. “It is
null the fact that we have been willing to
null make all the sacrifices necessary to
null attract the attention of the market. Many
null companies in this industry have not so far been willing to do that.”

Alpharma has big plans for the future. It will launch new product
null launches to help develop products in the traditional, and which could be
null sold at an annual rate. The company
null looks to triple its size within the next five
null years.”

Mr Carlsson said Alpharma wants China
null to be a key market for the company.
null

The company has also initiated mul-
null tiple deals with Chinese manufacturers of APIs in the last six months of the
null year. The focus is strongly on China.
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Safety and flexibility put Odfjell ahead of the rest

Odfjell, the world’s largest chemical tanker and terminal operator, knows that by having the hands of strong partners on-shore in China, the company can be ready to handle orders at a moment’s notice. “Under new management, we have had very good cooperation with China,” said Torje Bjerke, Odfjell’s president and chief executive. “We have now about 20 partners on shore, from carriers to storage and shipper-related business. We have invested a great deal in the on-shore organisation, because it is so critical for our operations in China.”

Odfjell’s dedication to safety helps to give the company an advantage in the Far East. “We are a safety conscious company, which helps the transport of dangerous goods. Odfjell helped to ensure the transport safety of liquids in the 1980s, developing specific solutions with dangerous products in mind,” said Mr Bjerke.

From seismic data to drilling logistics, AGF does it clean and safe

“Drilling is a key activity for us,” said Terje Storeng, Odfjell’s president and chief executive. “We are looking forward to further develop our capability to do so in the Chinese market.”

Boen floors bring style and stability to the mainland

Woodsfloor exports and re-exports, mainly to the US and Western Europe, are a major part of木地板’s output. “Both of these markets are very important for the future of our company and our success is down to the fact that we can deliver on-time, in a cost-effective manner and of course, with high quality,” said Mr Bentsen.

Lundh’s Labrador: The pearl of Norway

"No ship has the luxury of being in Norway as often as ours," said Mr Bentsen. “That is why we are now looking for other parts of the world to explore. It is a unique technology that is not found in any other market. Our labrador is unique in the world and that is why we are proud of it.”

Oak & walnut jobsite - Sverre Skogen: chief executive

"The connections we have in the Far East, Odfjell’s logistics experience and our local representatives, will be valuable as we expand our operations in the region," said Mr Bjerke.

Lundhs Labrador: A true pearl

The company’s other competitive advantage is its superb safety record. "In the future, AGR is confident it can continue to contribute to growing energy needs in Asia. Furthermore, the company also has the experience of dealing with hostile weather conditions, which makes it very competitive in the world’s largest offshore market," said Mr Bentsen.

"We are looking forward to further develop our capability to do so in the Chinese market."
Nordic helps unravel the electronics sector

SINTEF makes science benefit many enterprises

Nordic Semiconductors did not achieve 50 per cent growth over the past three years. Following the second quarter results, company president and CEO, Kai Aaser, has announced that Nordic is looking at some restructuring. "Nordic is employing some kickbacks for sugar technology. We're not in the right place to be able to deliver," Aaser said.

"Our overall aim is to move in the opposite direction," said Steinar Eide, president in Bergen, Norway.

"We're building on the foundation of the company's successful business in the US, Canada, and Australia. In the US, we're transitioning to a more product-focused business. In Canada, we're looking to strengthen our presence in the offshore market. In Australia, we're expanding our presence in the Pacific region," Eide said.

"We're also looking to strengthen our presence in the Middle East and Africa. We're investing in new technologies and new partnerships to support our growth in these regions," Eide said.

"Overall, our strategy is to focus on our core strengths and to continue to invest in new technologies and partnerships to support our growth in the electronics sector," Eide said.

DnB NOR branches out in Shanghai

DnB NOR, one of the top four Nordic banks, has been busy expanding in China. The bank's Shanghai branch has grown quickly in the past year, drawing on the city's reputation as the financial capital of Asia.

"We are targeting to support our Chinese clients in a number of areas. We want to be the go-to bank for oil rig financing, and we are looking to expand our presence in other sectors as well," said Svein Aaser, the bank's CEO in Shanghai.
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